The basic principles of reviewing articles in the Journal for Perspectives of Economic Political and Social Integration, Journal for Mental Changes

1. The text of the submitted article must be accompanied by a statement the author(s), that it was not published anywhere or sent to another journal. The current text of the statement - adapted to the recommendations of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education in the so-called anti reprehensible practices. "Ghostwriting" and "guest authorship", which reflect scientific misconduct and ethics - is available on the following form ready for download in DOC format-Copyrigt_Statement_Journal.doc

The statement shall include a statement of the contribution of each of the authors the creation of jobs

2. Entries submitted to the editor are subject to the development of linguistic and formal evaluation of the editorial. The correctness of statistical methods in the original papers in which they discussed the results of studies using these methods, review co-editor of the editorial statistics.

3. The editors reserve the right to make stylistic, correcting typos and minor factual errors (incorrect nomenclature, wrong spelling of names), and abbreviate the text without the agreement of the author. These amendments deal with the language editor.

4. After removing identifiers author(s), the text is sent for review.

5 To evaluate each thematic publications editor working for the editor appoints two independent reviewers.

6. The evaluation process is called. "Double - blind review process." This means that the author(s) and reviewers do not know their identity.

7. Editors ensure that there is no conflict of interest between the reviewer and the author of the reviewed work - by both parties is not shared personal relationships, professional relationships of subordination or direct scientific cooperation in the last two years before writing a review.

8 The names of reviewers each publication is not disclosed.

9. Review a writing and ends with an explicit request, to the approval of the article for publication in the "Journal for Perspectives of Economic Political and Social Integration, Journal for Mental Changes" or its rejection.

10. The authors bring the reviewers for their comments within a prescribed period.

11. Once a year the magazine publishes a list of reviewers cooperating with the Editor of the "Journal for Perspectives of Economic Political and Social Integration, Journal for Mental Changes," which publishes on the website:

www.kul.pl / journal

12.Print works with the review remain in the documentation editor.
Final provisions:
• If accepted for publication, the authors provide full copyright to the Editor "Journal for Perspectives of Economic Political and Social Integration." Then composite materials become the property of the editor as the publisher and may not be published elsewhere without written permission.

• In accordance with the provisions of the Civil Code - Law on copyright and related rights, the author has the right to print the article published in the "Journal for Perspectives of Economic Political and Social Integration, Journal for Mental Changes" in part or whole in any other journal or use it to other purposes without the consent of the Editor "Journal for Perspectives of Economic Political and Social Integration"

• Authors submitting work to the editor for publication, fully responsible for the authenticity and originality of his work, according to the law of copyright and related rights.